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About This Software

Make 2D tilesets for your games in seconds.
Save development time and money by getting forty-eight tiles for the effort of making three with added bonus features such as

dynamic lighting, corner blending modes and more.

Main features

Automatic tileset generation (48 tiles) from just three input tiles

In app pixel editor for pixel-art tiles with realtime tileset preview

Six different corner blending modes

Normal maps generation for dynamic lighting

Automatic corner mask generation

Slope generation for the complete tileset

Normal map generation for dynamic lighting

Any tile size supported
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Transparency depth adjustment for surface details (e.g. grass, rocks...)

Full tileset exporting for use in your games (GameMaker, Unity, Construct 2 or any other IDE)

Manual rendering mode, project importing/exporting, dynamic color palletes and more

Get AutoTileGen and start making tiles for your games in no time!
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I love it!

5/5. been playing this game for 2 hours and it is by far one of the funest game i have played. P.S. if you play this alot you will
beat it no problem so ether way i suggest getting it!!!!!!. It's just so, freaking, good.

I cannot wait to see where this title goes.

Great shooting, simple, fun combat. challenge, killer character design.

Bravo!. Aweful controls, lags on a powerful pc, lack of gameplay/mechanics, music sounds a lot like Ocarina of Time music.

At least the graphics are decent.. This game really gives the dedicated gamers and readers of the Nancy Drew Mysteries an
opportunity to meet and interact with Ned, George, and Bess. Its a great game and really brings out the River Heights aspect of
life. My only complaint with the game would be how often I had to switch characters to get anything done. It was really time
consuming in a less than enjoyable way. But the plot and story itself was really enjoyable.. The short review is that the game is
fantastic. It's priced at $10 as of the writing of this review, and it's worth it, but getting on sale would be better!

Except for one point, the story was excellent, the feel of the game was great and very immersive in 1930s New York, the
soundtrack kicked butt, the puzzles were intelligible (I knew exactly what to do most of the time, but there was just the right
amount of difficulty in getting it done), and I thought the humor of the protagonist was fantastic, but I like dry humor. The
connect-the-dots mechanic was pretty inventive, I thought and added a good detective story even better, IMHO. The
mannequins were probably the worst part of the game because they sometimes looked or did things that weren't right, but almost
all point and click adventure puzzles suffer from this. My second complaint would be all the Dannazionis that were liberally
peppered throughout the game. It was a bit overused.

To address some complaints about the story being too linear or limiting in that I can't grab an object or do something now, but
can later on when the story advances, I actually thought it made sense and, once again, is something most point and click
adventure games do. I actually didn't mind because I viewed it as a story-focused game and that stream-lined it so that I could
enjoy the story instead of getting caught up in picking up a bunch of useless stuff that I didn't need and wouldn't use.

SPOILER ALERT AHEAD!
The one thing I didn't like about the story was the paranormal element that was thrown in regarding the girl. While she is
basically the MacGuffin for Face Noir, there is this allusion to her being able to control time and dreams and that she is going to
do something supernatural in the sequel. This kind of threw me out of the immersiveness that the rest of the game established so
well. The supernatural really has no place in a good noir story. Read any of the hard-boiled detective writers like Raymond
Chandler, Dashell Hammett, and Mickey Spillane that typified the detective\/Noir writing and none of them ever got caught up
in that stuff. I also thought that its introduction in the last 1\/3 of the game kind of blindsided me after being so true to the hard-
boiled detective genre for the first 2\/3 of the game.

I do look forward to Face Noir II, though. Great job!
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Promising multiplayer arena shooter. Often having trouble finding enough players though. This game is still in early access, but
could turn out to be great. Its already a fun game although i personally prefer Battledome at least for now.. There are several
reasons why I do not recommend this game:

  There is not enough content to warrant a 20 USD price tag
  The tutorial only teaches you the bare-bones minimum of what you need to be successful
  The graphics are far too cartoony and child-oriented for a "business simulator"
  A generic play style (like a flash game)
  A lack of goals, leaving you not sure of how to go about learning new ways to grow your company
  Impossible to buildings even remotely close together so everything seems to far apart and wastes space
  Maps are far too small

I understand this is early acess, but that does not excuse the boring and repetitive gameplay or the lack of a decent learning
curve. If the developers can add goals and a more in depth tutorial section.. Holy WOW is this game not very good. It's
INCREDIBLY easy. I literally one shot bosses without even trying. The point of the game seems to be that if your "lust meter"
goes above 100, you go beast mode and start getting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by things, but it seems like literally nothing
but input from the player would cause this, so, unless you're INTENTIONALLY trying to lose, you're never going to see that.

The game has this Monster Hunter Motif, which is pretty cute. Too bad it's nothing like Monster Hunter and is actually really
bad. Some of the maps are even inspired by maps from Monster Hunter Freedom Unite, but the enemy designs are bad and not
anything like that game.

Basically, this game is just really unbalanced. You get way too many healing items, so dying is never an issue, and even if you
do, you don't get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed or anything, you just get sent back to the base camp. You never have to
"manage" your lust meter because when you die in the field, it just gets reset to 0 at no consequence anyway. The game has no
stakes, there is no chance for failure and because of that, I can't be immersed in it's world at all.

There's no interesting characters, no interesting scenes. The main character even says things like, "Wow, it really sucked when I
was always getting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by Monsters and then I was enslaved and all this bad stuff happened!" and it
just makes me wish that the game took place THEN, because at least something interesting would happen.

I can't believe this game has received so many positive reviews and I can't believe I'M the one who has to be a "snob" about this
type of stuff. The art is pretty good but I am so sick of these RPGMaker games getting a pass for having good art and not trying
at all with their gameplay, especially because it would be so easy in my opinion to make sure a LINEAR GAME has balanced
gameplay.

If you want a game where a girl gets beat up and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed, just go play Kunoichi Botan or get the fan
translation of, "The Moral Sword, Asagi". This game is a MASSIVE disappointment. Hopefully one of these publishers gets in
contact with the people who made "The Moral Sword, Asagi" and gets that published instead.. DLCs are really disappointing.
Got up to stage 36... Almost... Well, at least I refunded it.

Amazing game. It's weird, it's fun, it teaches you without words. The core matching mechanic is satisfying and the timer\/move
counters make it so you can play for speed, or smarts, or both. It got way more fun (and way less frustrating to control) when I
noticed that the scroll wheel can be used to zoom in and out. The difficulty curve is frankly bizarre though, it introduces a new
mechanic with a puzzle, then proceeds to not use that mechanic for a dozen levels or so. If the game was less linear, or at least
the level order was more well thought out, it'd be really incredible.. Decent game.. Civil war is ridiculously hard in the currect
version.
Why 3.2k mummies like armies will immeditate spawn 400 manpower the next turn, no matter what we did to them?

Devs, you are supposed to keep the civil war history accurate, not making them become a doomstack.. This game is well worth
the full asking price. Very creative and challenging environments. The developer is great at responding to questions or potential
bugs. He fixes and updates this game consistently. Recently he added more monsters, items, and a new boss. I can't wait for
another edition to this game and I will gladly pay full price for it.
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